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ABSTRACT: Algorithms for solving a convex quadratic program (QP) have been studied since the 1950's. Nonetheless, it is still a very broadly studied subject, because of its application in an extremely large variety of domains, ranging from machine learning to economics, finance, and several engineering fields. In this talk, I will focus on QPs tailored to control engineering applications within the framework of Model Predictive Control (MPC). MPC is one of the most successful techniques adopted in industry to control multivariable systems in an optimized way under constraints on input and output variables. In MPC, the manipulated inputs are defined by the solution of a (usually dense and small-size) QP that depends on the current state and reference signals. To adopt MPC in embedded control systems under fast sampling and limited CPU and memory resources, one must be able to compute such dependence with high throughput, using simple code and simple arithmetic operations (often under limited machine precision), and provide tight estimates of worst-case execution time. I will review recent advances in embedded quadratic optimization for control, analyzing pros and cons of different solution methods, and showing numerical evidence obtained on embedded control hardware platforms under fixed and floating point precision. Finally, I will show how the ideas developed for QP tailored to embedded control are also capable of solving the frictionless unilateral normal contact problem between a rough rigid surface and a linear elastic half-plane, at least two order of magnitude faster than state-of-the-art methods.
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